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Why Collaborate?

Academic

• Informs their teaching

• Provides new insights for 
research

• Improves reputation

• Source of research 
funding

• Ensures impact of 
research to society

Industry

• Can identify, recruit and 
integrate graduates who 
fit their needs

• Raises brand profile 

• Upskilling competencies 
of staff

• Access to latest research, 
discoveries, innovation 
and activities

University

• Improve relevance of 
teaching and research

• Source of funding

• Increase employability

• Improve brand

• Enhance impact of 
research to society

Students

• Improves relevance of 
study and job 
competencies

• Enhances future job 
prospects and 
employability

• Improves
entrepreneurial abilities



Why Collaborate?

Academic

• Informs their teaching

• New insights for research

• Improves reputation

• Source of research

• Creates linkages that can 
result in collaborative 
research

Industry

• Provides access to 
talented students

• can identify, recruit and 
integrate graduates who 
fit their needs

• Raises brand profile 

• Provides greater diversity 
to employees > good for 
retaining staff

University

• Improve relevance of 
teaching

• Increase employability

• Improve brand

• Education relationship 
can lead to research 
relationships

Students

Improves: 

• relevance of study

• job competencies

• future job prospects and 
employability

• access to job market

Society
• Enhances job creation

• Stimulates economic growth 

• Increases living standards

• Increases productivity

• Increases social cohesion



Roles of Universities 

Going Forward



Future of Universities Thoughtbooks

Global

Australia & North 

America

Times of Crises



Talent Engine
Developing and validating competences, skills & 
knowledge

Role Prepare students for their professional career to 

ensure their employability (i.e. employee / employer)

Universities as certifiers of skills and knowledge

Involvement of external stakeholders in the curriculum 

design, student-employer projects and challenges, industry 

mentorships, 

Involves continuous changing curricula through aligning 

curricula with external needs and changes on a semi-annual 

basis, focus on soft-skill development and the use of 

technology, teams and outcomes. No exams.
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CODE UNIVERSITY OF APPLIED SCIENCES
Berlin, Germany

CODE educates the digital pioneers of tomorrow with a project-

based and curiosity-driven learning environment featuring with 

projects from business partners and students. 

• Science, Technology & Society Program

• CODE + design – student initiative embracing kids’ tech 

education 



Life partner
Adding or scaling the skills of professionals

The notion of ‘students’ will become increasingly DIVERSIFIED to support 

the personal and professional growth (and reinvention) of people

‘STUDENTS3‘  = new understanding of students:

1. ‘BEFORE work’ - secondary school graduates

2. ‘DURING work’  

(a) professionals and executives e.g. MBA, PhD, DE, DBA

(b) upskilling & career change e.g. micro-credentialing, short master 

classes, mentorship

3. ‘AFTER work’ - mentors, giving back to the community, buddies to 

industry, academics and students

Complete modular, self-paced and flexible learning. R
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Founded in 1994 as a centre for
continuing education, DUK‘s entire
educational structure is geared
towards the particular standards and
requirements of middle-aged
professionals and executives.

• 50% of students have worked in 
their fields for more than 10 years

• 15% of the students have 
successfully launched their own 
companies after their studies. 

More than 9,000 students from 91
countries studying 200 different
courses make it one of the leading
universities of continuing education
in Europe today.

Danube University Krems
Austria



Discovery
Cutting edge visionary and collaborative research 

ROLE The university strengthens its central position in knowledge 

creation, exchange and development, but also in facilitating, 

coordinating and managing knowledge networks and clusters.

Through global interdisciplinary research collaborations between 

academia, industry and societal stakeholders, which will:

(1) collaboratively identify and solve problems

(2) share labs, workspaces and state of the art infrastructure 

(3) develop future excellence scientists through education programmes

(4) provide opportunities to entrepreneurs

(5) make scientific results accessible to the wider public (TED role)
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NEST – Building sector research demonstrator

There is hardly any other branch of industry where it is so 

difficult to develop new concepts and ideas on the 

market as in the building sector. Demonstration platforms 

like NEST are crucial to ensure building innovations can 

reach the market – faster and technically mature.

EMPA 

Demonstrators

Self – as a matter of fact NEST’s 

predecessor – is a self-sufficient 

living module, where two people 
can live and work. The prime 

goal is to make the best out of 

limited resources. self can be 

transported quickly and easily, 
which makes it just the ticket for 

use at a wide variety of 

locations, not to mention for 

demonstration purposes.



DISCUSSION IN PAIRS

Reflect on the roles you have heard about, 

and if they are applicable to your role and goals

5 mins



Home-base
Open talent and innovation exchange space for the region

ROLE As a ‘Home-Base’ for initiatives, the university focusses on regional 

interaction and development, addressing regional challenges, 

providing access to and connecting talent to regional 

stakeholders, and be an open collaborative innovative space.

The university becomes:

(1) Central to ‘SMART SPECIALISATION’ efforts, aligning research and 

education activities towards the strengths of the region, 

(2) ‘TELESCOPE’ & INNOVATION PIPELINE for large companies (technology 

and talent sources) as part of the innovation pipeline of large 

companies

(3) PROBLEM-SOLVERS to regional SMEs

(4) SOLUTIONS FOR THE COMMUNITY by supporting university technologiesR
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Amsterdam Science Park
Amsterdam, The Netherlands
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Entrepreneurial base for students, academics, business

ROLE (1)  a major source of scalable new knowledge, 

research and technologies

(2) as a ‘LAUNCHING PAD’ for new business creating 

opportunities for all to conceive, test, launch and 

scale their operations:

• university spin-outs

• student start-ups, 

• supporting regional scale-ups 

• local industry innovation capabilities

The university provides an IDEAL SUPPORTING ENVIRONMENT 

for new ventures to fight off competitors before they reach 

maturity & support SMEs to scale their operation



Unternehmertum
Munich, Germany

UnternehmerTUM is a leading hub for entrepreneurship and 
innovation in the Germany. It is a spin-off from the Technical 

University of Munich and remains aligned, although external, to the 

university

- funding of 80-90% by industrial clients and foundations

- independent entity 

- more entrepreneurial Bavarian region
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Talent-engine
Developing and validating students’ competences

Home-base
Open co-working exchange space for the region

Life partner
Adding or scaling the skills of professionals

Launch-pad
Entrepreneurial base for students, academics, business

Discovery
Cutting edge visionary and collaborative research 



Welcome to our Guest Speaker 

Mikko Korpela

Director and Facilitator Consulting Services at

Crazy Town Oy

Profile

Mikko helps to build a co-working community for freelancers, solopreneurs,
micro-sized companies and others, who want to go further together rather
than alone. Crazy Town community consists of 200+ companies and 450+
experts. Currently, Crazy Town operates four locations across Finland –
Jyväskylä, Tampere, Hämeenlinna and Pori. Thousands of people participate
in their events yearly and they keep growing. Mikko is also trying to find new
ways to generate idea flow inside HEIs. He believes this knowledge capital
can be transformed better into new business ideas and ventures.



BE VISIONARY



Turning inventions into 

innovations and 

scalable start-ups











‘THANK YOU!’

– Any comments or questions?


